EDUCATION
Products for Nurseries, Schools,
Colleges and Universities

MAKE IT WONDERFUL WITH FRANKE
Franke makes traditional, top-quality and down-to-earth
products that accompany us in our daily lives. Our brand
promise to you is; whether you are business partner or an end
user, we make your everyday life a little less ordinary. As our
products are subject to high usage and daily wear and tear
so we strive to make these everyday objects durable, reliable
and beautiful. That’s what ‘Make it Wonderful’ stands for.
Our education portfolio covers nurseries right through to
universities and encompasses products suitable for the
washroom, student accommodation, commercial catering
and cleaning facilities. We also provide a bespoke service for
those specialist projects.
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from nursery to university...
washino makes washing hands fun!

CASE STUDY

The playful wave and pleasant warm surface of the MIRANIT
troughs are a temptation for children to wash their hands.

POPLAR PRIMARY SCHOOL
CHOOSES FRANKE WASH
AND PLAY TROUGHS

The larger outer radii of the mineral granite made basins reduce
the risk of injury, while the generous inner radii and their
seamless design make cleaning the washtroughs an easy task.
The non-porous, high gloss hygienic surface in conjunction with
a high resistance to impact and abrasion, emphasises how well
these wash and play troughs are suitable for everyday use.
All models are supplied with a standpipe waste as well as a
taphole for each wash place. Integrated basin back panel and
mounting material make fitting easy.
2 users

4 users

3 users

Franke Sissons’ Miranit Washtroughs have
been chosen by Poplar Primary School in
Merton, London as part of the schools
recent washroom refit.
In total, the children of the award winning primary school
will enjoy seven 2 and 3 person wash and play Washino
troughs made of Miranit, Franke Sissons’ own granite
composite mineral material. Specified in Alpine White,
Miranit is completely smooth and pore free making it very
easy to clean and resistant to bacteria, soap scum and
lime scale build up. The perfect material for high-traffic
environments like schools, the Washino basins are waveshaped which allows greater accessibility thanks to a
reduced projection.
The Washino wash and play troughs are part of a
comprehensive and recently extended schools offering
from Franke which includes every kind of product for a
washroom new build or refurbishment project.
Victoria Himsworth, Product Marketing Manager for
Franke Sissons, “The Washino is a very popular solution
for settings with very young children. Not only is the
design safe and hygienic it adds an element of fun to
encourage children to wash their hands more often.”

Tel 01246 458900 | www.franke.com
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WHY USE STAINLESS STEEL?
Robust and easy to maintain

URINALS

Resistant to moisture

Available in single pods or larger urinal troughs

Scratches and grooves lose their sharp edges quickly and blend into
the surface

A divider is also available if required to retain the privacy
of each pupil where a cubicle may not be possible.

Can last for the lifetime of the building
Our stainless steel accessories come in a number of finishes including 		
satin and high polished
Our range of accessories come with InoxPlus surface 			
treatment for the reduction of fingerprints and dirt
	 Stainless steel is fully recyclable and made from up to 80% recycled 		
materials
TOILETS
It’s recommended that toilets in a school should be wall hung to avoid
dirt and germ build up around the floor junction – lifting the pan off the
floor allows for more effective cleaning. The main benefits of stainless
steel are in its hygienic and easy to clean surface and it’s also much
more resilient to vandalism than ceramic.

THE SATURN WASHTROUGH
Our wall mounted Saturn washtrough is a popular product for schools.
Available with or without splashback and either self-closing or electronic
taps. Electronic taps come with the added benefit of an automatic shut
off when actuated continuously, reducing the potential for vandalism by
flooding of the toilets.
Manufactured from 1.2mm grade 304 stainless steel, our washtroughs
are durable and long lasting. Available for 2, 3 or 4 users in 1200mm,
1800mm and 2400mm lengths. Bespoke lengths can be supplied to suit
your requirements.

Stainless steel is also 100% recyclable and can be made to look
contemporary with the use of coloured seats and modern accessories.
Our toilets use only 4 litres of water for each flush and are certified to
EN997, generating additional BREEAM points. They are also approved
on the government's water Technology List.
Ask about our CPD on using stainless steel in the
commercial washroom
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the stainless steel washroom
THE CIRCULAR WASHTROUGH
Where space is a constraint,
our circular and semi-circular
washtroughs provide an ideal
solution. Suitable for up to 4 users
for the semi-circular version and up
to 8 users for the circular version,
these washtroughs are highly
durable to withstand intensive use in
busy environments. Manufactured
from a high grade 304 stainless
steel and the best quality fittings,
they offer additional benefits over the use of conventional
washbasins.
 ingle water supply and waste offer significant water
S
and cost savings over single washbasins that require a
water supply and waste for each basin
Delivered fully assembled therefore saves time on
installation
 ervices are fed from below and can be accessed
S
through a side panel, fitted with tamper proof security
screws
Choice of self-closing or touch free taps
Also available in junior heights
All taps on our washtroughs are WRAS approved and
some feature on the government's Water Technology
List. They also score highly in the BREEAM rating for
low water usage.
Tel 01246 458900 | www.franke.com

CASE STUDY
HENRY FANSHAWE SCHOOL,
DRONFIELD CHOOSE FRANKE
SISSONS FOR WASHROOM
UPGRADE
When the Henry Fanshawe
School in Dronfield thought about
updating their washrooms over the summer break last
year, local company Franke Sissons were the first company
to spring to mind. Well known in the area due to its 231 year
heritage, Franke Sissons were chosen to supply a mixture of
products from their composite and stainless steel sanitary
ranges.
Premises Manager, Keith Pattinson explains “We wanted
to upgrade our washroom facilities with a robust but stylish
washroom provision so we decided on a combination
of a stainless steel and Miranit. The circular washtrough
was delivered fully assembled which saved us time during
installation and the Miranit composite trough looks fantastic
in its surroundings. In the unlikely event of any after fit issues,
with Franke we know we will be well cared for”.
Miranit washtroughs are manufactured from a granite
composite material in a single mould without seams or joints.
This, in addition to the core being surrounded by a high gloss
gelcoat layer, protects the trough from dirt and limescale
build up, making them particularly suitable for use in schools.
Available for 2, 3, or 4 users in lengths of 1200mm, 1800mm
and 2400mm lengths with water saving self-closing or
electronic taps, troughs are available from stock or within a
short timeframe for larger projects.
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Standard miranit washbasins and washtroughs
Miranit is a stable compound consisting of approximately
80% natural minerals such as marble, sandstone and
quartz sand as well as approximately 20% high quality
unsaturated polyester resin. Quartz is one of the
hardest materials and constitutes a large part of the
earth’s crust. The final product is highly stable and in
combination with the unsaturated polyester resin and
has very good forming characteristics to facilitate easy
production into cast moulds.
Cast in a single mould without adhesive seams or joints
Miranit offers an elegant appearance and highly durable
finish. The smooth, pore free, and easy to clean gelcoat
surface is extremely hardwearing and will continue to
impress for years to come.
We have a standard ‘off the shelf’ range or bespoke
options to meet your specific requirements.
Our CPD ‘A new generation of commercial washbasins and
washtroughs’ will help you understand the benefits of specifying
this material.
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GAMBA Washbasins LUNA Washbasins

The RONDA range

The QUADRO range

The EXOS. range

NEW
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miranit
CASE STUDY

WASHTROUGHS

CARDIFF & VALE COLLEGE
CHOOSE FRANKE FOR
NEW WASHROOMS
Recognised as one of the
most ambitious educational
projects in Wales, the Cardiff
and Vale College's (CAVC) new campus
opens its doors in September 2015. Franke Sissons
were chosen to supply the elegant washroom units, with
Miranit washtroughs and mixer taps.
The £45m development, in the heart of the Central
Cardiff Enterprise Zone, has been carefully designed
to attract companies in the financial and professional
services sector with interior design and specification of
products reflecting its dual use.
Working with both Willis Systems and local contractor
CMB Engineering, the specification team designed
and manufactured a bespoke washroom solution that
will withstand the high traffic yet remain elegant and
professional for the corporate sector visitors for years to
come.

NEW

Laminate vanity units in a number
of colours are now available!

Tel 01246 458900 | www.franke.com

Tom Borley, Site Supervisor with CMB Engineering
explains “We carefully brought together the specialist
skills of Franke and Willis Systems to create a robust
and stylish washroom provision. Franke’s Miranit
washtroughs are manufactured using a unique granite
composite material that is non porous, resistant to heat,
scratching and repels bacteria and lime scale build
up. With Franke we know we can be confident our end
customer, the college, will be well cared for.”
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bespoke miranit washbasins

THE CHOICE IS YOURS

Our bespoke range of washbasins can be custom
made to suit any application and are perfect for
schools, colleges and universities.

SOLID MATTE MATERIAL

Three different bowl shapes can be seamlessly
moulded into a strikingly graceful washbasin top
with a material thickness of just 25mm and up to
3.6m in length. There is almost no limit to the
variation of ideas; flexible washbasin length, a
choice of bowl shapes, number of bowls and bowl
spacing. The different designs with or without tap
landing also provide the opportunity to include a
wide range of fittings to obtain the chosen result.
You can even choose from two different materials.
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Made from 2/3 aluminium hydroxide (ATH) and 1/3 polyester resin
and the same colour all the way through, the matte material offers
a high level of scratch resistance.
	Easy to repair, easy to clean, durable, fracture proof and
scratch proof
	High stability with low material thickness
	Material coloured all the way through

WHITE WITH GELCOAT SURFACE
Made from 80% natural minerals and approximately 20% high quality
unsaturated polyester resin. The core is surrounded by a pore free
smooth high gloss Gelcoat layer.
	Hygienic surface finish which is temperature resistant up to 80°C
	High gloss Gelcoat layer
	Easy to repair and clean
	Durable and fracture proof
	High stability with low material thickness

Tel 01246 458900 | www.franke.com

bespoke miranit washbasins
BOWL SHAPE

STYLE OF WASHBASIN

Rectangular

Straight

Round

D Shape

OTHER OPTIONS TO CONSIDER
Number of bowls
Distance between bowls
Length of washbasin
Depth of washbasin
With or without raised back edge
Apron height
With or without tapholes

INCORPORATE ANY ACCESSORIES
Oval

L Shape

EXOS.

Corner Convex
Design

NEW

Soap dispenser
Towel holder
Paper towel dispenser
Waste disposal barrel
Waste disposal flap

Our RIBA approved CPD ‘A
new generation of commercial
washbasins and washtroughs’ will
help you understand the benefits
of specifying this material.

Not all choices of bowl shape are available in every style of washbasin.

Tel 01246 458900 | www.franke.com
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INTEGRATED ACCESSORIES

Complete the washroom with modern practical accessories including: soap dispensers, hand dryers, paper towel dispensers, towel rails and toilet roll holders
amongst many others. The hygienic properties of stainless steel make it easy to clean and maintain whilst the contemporary appearance complements any
style of washroom. With four distinct ranges and matching hand dryers, there is an option for any style and budget.
RODAN

FAST DRYING ENERGY EFFICIENT HAND DRYERS

The timeless design of RODAN stainless steel fixtures with
their angular side profiles lends itself to the contemporary
decor of heavily frequented washrooms.

Our range of touch free hand dryers use the latest technology that dries hands
in record time and are available both in ‘hands in’ and ‘hands under’ options
with different finishes.

STRATOS
The unique curved front cover defines the STRATOS range
of products along with the InoxPlus surface treatment
on the front cover reduces the appearance of dirt and
fingerprints, making them exceptionally easy to clean.
XINOX
With its curved edges and distinctive shadow gap, the
XINOX range is particularly stylish and has the added
benefit of having the InoxPlus surface treatment on
all surfaces. This reduces the appearance of dirt and
fingerprints, making them exceptionally easy to clean.
EXOS
EXOS is the latest range from Franke and is the
ultimate in high design with interchangeable fronts
made of high quality InoxPlus coated stainless steel or
toughened safety glass in Black or White.
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AIRBLAST HAND DRYER
Ideal for retro-fit as larger body covers screw holes
	Internal switch enables a choice of cool air at 550W or
warm air at 1400W
Unique blue LED light when in use
	Available in 4 different colours; white, black, polished or
satin stainless steel
ECO-AIRBLAST MIDI PLUS
Dries hands quickly in approximately 8-14 seconds
Energy efficient at only 1250W or 550W
	Low cost to run of only £19 a year for 550W or £32 a
year for 1250W
Built in ioniser purifies the air
DRYX500
High speed ‘hands-in’ hand dryer for wall mounting.
	Drying time 7-10 seconds, adjustable air speed, optional
warm or cold air.
	Auto shutdown after 25 seconds. 1250 -1650W
Water catchments and system to prevent water dripping
onto the floor
Tel 01246 458900 | www.franke.com

THE FINISHING TOUCH
ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS...

CASE STUDY

TAPS
Fittings for washbasins and washtroughs are becoming ever more sophisticated
when it comes to water saving, ease of installation and operation. The use
of robust materials, reliable tried and tested technology and surface finishes
make our range of taps particularly suitable for intensive public use. They also
look good and are packed with added features. Our range of self closing and
electronic taps save water and therefore, money. Available in a number of
different styles and for different applications, i.e. wall or deck mounted.
Product features
Aerator and integrated flow controller

Self closing
taps

Touch free
electronic
taps

Deck and wall mounted options















Feature on the governments Water
Technology List for water saving





Battery or mains operation
Piston free self closing cartridge
Adjustable flow duration
Automatic and backlash free closure
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BRENTSIDE HIGH SCHOOL
LATEST SCHOOL TO
CHOOSE MIRANIT
Brentside High School,
Hanwell, London has
been fitted out with stunning
Miranit washtroughs during a recent refit of
washrooms at the specialist Arts School in Ealing.
Working together with Franke Sissons’ specifying
customer Focus Washrooms, the team identified
the Miranit trough solution as a hygienic non-porous
solution for the hardwearing environment of a school
washroom.
Kevin Dunham, of Focus Washrooms explains
“Franke’s Miranit provided a fantastic solution for this
project. Utilising the popular trough basin concept,
we were able to integrate Miranit troughs with our
S3:60 solid grade laminate vanity panelling to create
an efficient hand wash solution ideally suited to the
education washroom environment. Franke supplied
from stock and cut the tap holes to our specification.
When compared to 3 individual basins, the ease of
installation and a single waste outlet facilitate on site
efficiencies.”
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Drinking fountains
Our range of stainless steel drinking
fountains are available floor standing
or wall hung and therefore suitable for
children or young adults of any age.
Available with bottle filler, they encourage
the drinking of water throughout the day.
Easy to install and low maintenance, they
offer a reliable solution.
Our chilled variant includes an easy to
open front panel and connects simply
to the mains water supply. A chlorine
based water filter and installation kit are
supplied as standard and a BREEAM kit
can be ordered if required.
The Department of Education now include clear advice on the
standards for school premises and state that suitable drinking
water facilities must be provided. Tanked supplies can be difficult
to maintain in good condition, and so it is generally preferable if
drinking water supplies in schools can be connected directly to the
main water supply.
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For student accommodation...
Our range of sinks and worktops are ideal for use in
student accommodation. We have provided a unique
on-site welding, polishing and installation service at
Warwick University as part of their ongoing campus
refurbishment for over 5 years!
For the classroom...
For the science classroom, our range of sinks
manufactured from grade 316 stainless steel which
makes them highly resistant to corrosion and most
acids are suitable for this specific need. Available in a
range of sizes and options.
For cleaning...
Some of our most popular products for schools are in
our cleaning and janitorial range. From floor standing
and wall hung cleaning sinks to a full janitorial unit.

Tel 01246 458900 | www.franke.com

outside the washroom
CANTEENS, STAFF ROOM AND OTHER
COMMUNAL AREAS
For anywhere that requires a washing facility, we have
a solution. Our comprehensive range of washbasins in
all sizes and shapes are suitable for any washing area;
inset, undermounted and wall mounted options.
For canteens and catering facilities we have a full range
of catering sinks, worktops, preparation tables and sink
fitting food waste disposal units. See our website
www.franke.com for more details.

CASE STUDY
SIR JOHN CASS HALL
STUDENT
ACCOMMODATION
One of the UK’s leading furniture
manufacturers, JT Ellis, Huddersfield chose
Franke Sissons, (also known as Franke Water
Systems), to work in partnership recently
to supply 12 bespoke kitchens for Sir John Cass Hall, a newly
refurbished purpose-built, two-storey student accommodation.
Sir John Cass Hall, located in Well Street Hackney, London is part
of Cass and Claredale Halls of Residence Association Limited,
a not-for-profit organisation providing comfortable and secure
accommodation for students studying in London.

We have a sales representative dedicated to your specific
region, giving you the opportunity to discuss your project
requirements face to face.
Call 01246 458900 for more details or visit our
website www.franke.com

Tel 01246 458900 | www.franke.com

For the worktops and sinks which take the majority of the impact
in a multi-user kitchen, a material was needed that would truly
stand up to the job. Using high grade, made to measure stainless
steel products from Franke Sissons proved a compelling solution.
Not only will its look and feel actually improve with use and age,
it’s virtually indestructible also.
Franke’s kitchen worktops are templated, manufactured and
welded to suit any commercial kitchen design and form part
of the portfolio of high quality kitchen, catering and washroom
products in stainless steel. All products carry CE marking as
required.
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PRODUCT LIST
NURSERIES, INFANT AND PRIMARY SCHOOLS PAGE 3

Product Code
Was: SANW200P
Now: 203.0000.177
Washino trough
2 person

Product Code
Was: SANW215P
Now: 203.0000.183
Washino trough
3 person

Product Code
Was: SANW205P
Now: 203.0000.179
Washino trough
4 person

Product Code
Was: SANW211P
Now: 203.0473.924
Washino split level trough
4 person (right hand lower)

Product Code
Was: SANW212P
Now: 203.0473.925
Washino split level trough
4 person (left hand lower)

Product Code
Was: ANMW322
Now: 203.0000.016
Washbasin and drainer with tap hole

Product Code
Was: ANMW323
Now: 203.0000.017
Washbasin and drainer without tap hole

THE STAINLESS STEEL WASHROOM PAGES 4-5
Product Code
Was: CMPX538CD
Now: 205.0000.044
	
Urinal pod for duct
mounted cisterns
Product Code
Was: CMPX592
Now: 205.0000.001
	
Campus wall hung
toilet

Product Code
Was: G21743N
Now: 205.0000.017
	
Floor standing disabled toilet
with seat (for surface mounted
cistern)
Product Code
Was: G21743NT
Now: 205.0000.018
	
Floor standing disabled toilet
with seat (for concealed cistern)

DRINKING FOUNTAINS PAGE 12

Product Code
Was: ANMX312
Now: 213.0000.007
Franke chilled
drinking fountain
with bottle filler

Product Code
Was: G20120N
Now: 205.0000.061
Exposed urinal
trough 1200mm
Product Code
Was: G20121N
Now: 205.0000.062
Exposed urinal
trough 1800mm

Product Code
Was: B50085L
B50085R
Now: 207.0000.033
207.0000.035
Single bowl, single drainer inset sink
- Grade 316 - no tapholes. No
overflow - Left or right hand drainer

Product Code
Was: G20124N
Now: 205.0000.065
Exposed urinal
trough 1500mm
Product Code
Was: G20122N
Now: 205.0000.063
Exposed urinal
trough 2400mm

Product Code
Was: G20117N
Now: 205.0000.058
Concealed urinal
trough 1200mm
Product Code
Was: G20118N
Now: 205.0000.059
Concealed urinal
trough 1800mm

DIFFE
SIZE M RENT
O
AVAILA DELS
ALSO WBLE
ITH
SPLAS
HBACK
S!

Product Code
Product Code
Was: SANX120M
Was: SANX120E
Now: 203.0000.186 Now: 203.0000.185
	 2 person
	 2 person
Washtrough
Washtrough
1200mm with
1200mm with
manual self
electronic touch
closing taps
free taps

Product Code
Was: ANMX308
Now: 213.0000.004
Franke chilled
drinking fountain

Product Code
Was: ANMX309
Now: 213.0000.005
Franke chilled
drinking fountain
with bottle filler

CLASSROOM SINKS PAGE 12
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Product Code
Was: CMPX560
Now: 205.0000.112
Urinal divider

Product Code
Was: CMPX592G
Now: 205.0000.003
Campus wall hung toilet with grey seat and lid

Product Code
Was: CMPX592W
Now: 205.0000.005
Campus wall hung toilet - with white seat and lid

Product Code
Was: ANMX311
Now: 213.0000.006
Franke chilled
drinking fountain

Product Code
Was: CMPX538P
Now: 205.0000.047
	
Urinal pod for electric flushing

Product Code
Was: CMPX592S
Now: 205.0000.004
	
Campus wall hung toilet - with
seat pads

Product Code
Was: CMPX592B
Now: 205.0000.002
	
Campus wall hung toilet with black seat and lid

Product Code
Was: HDTX538P
Now: 205.0000.052
Urinal pod bolt fixed

Product Code
Was: G20123N
Now: 205.0000.064
Concealed urinal
trough 1500mm
Product Code
Was: G20119N
Now: 205.0000.060
Concealed urinal
trough 2400mm

Product Code
Was: F7261
Now: 202.0000.004
DOC M grab rails

Product Code
Was: F1102
Now: 209.0000.001
Urinal controller battery
Product Code
Was: F1103
Now: 209.0000.002
Urinal controller mains

We also have a comprehensive
range of stainless steel
accessories, please visit our
website for more details
www.franke.com
TAPS PAGE 11

Product Code
Was: AQUA203
Now: 208.0000.066
	
Aqualine-C self
closing pillar tap

Product Code
Was: AQUA205
Now: 208.0000.062
	
Aqualine-S self
closing bib tap

Product Code
Was: AQUA130
Now: 208.0000.096
	
Protronic-S touch
free tap

CLEANING AND JANITORIAL PAGE 12

Product Code
Was: B50085LT
B50085RT
Now: 207.0000.034 207.0000.036
Single bowl, single drainer inset sink
- Grade 316 - 2 tapholes. No over
flow - Left or right hand drainer

Product Code
Was: G20050N
Now: 207.0000.058
Centinel janitorial
unit

Product Code
Was: G21663N
Now: 207.0000.060
Floor standing bucket
sink with splashback

Product Code
Was: WB440COP-UK
Now: 207.0480.276
Cleaners sink with
grid and splashback
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PRODUCT LIST
CANTEENS, STAFFROOMS AND OTHER COMMUNAL AREAS PAGE 13

Inset washbasins

Wall hung
washbasins

Knee operated
washbasins

Catering sinks

Preparation tables

WASHTROUGHS PAGE 5

Product Code
Was: SANX400
Now: 203.0000.203
Semi-circular
washtrough - 4 person
with self closing taps

Product Code
Was: SANX405
Now: 203.0000.204
Semi-circular washtrough 4 person with self closing
taps and soap dispensers

Product Code
Was: SANX600
Now: 203.0000.207
Circular washtrough 6 person with self
closing taps

Product Code
Was: SANX605
Now: 203.0000.208
Circular washtrough 6 person with self closing
taps and soap dispensers

Product Code
Was: SANX800
Now: 203.0000.211
Circular washtrough 8 person with self
closing taps

Product Code
Was: SANX805
Now: 203.0000.212
Circular washtrough 8 person with self closing
taps and soap dispensers

Product Code
Was: SANX410
Now: 203.0000.205
Semi-circular
washtrough - 4 person
with touch free taps

Product Code
Was: SANX415
Now: 203.0000.206
Semi-circular washtrough 4 person with touch free
taps and soap dispensers

Product Code
Was: SANX610
Now: 203.0000.209
Circular washtrough 6 person with
touch free taps

Product Code
Was: SANX615
Now: 203.0000.210
Circular washtrough 6 person with touch free
taps and soap dispensers

Product Code
Was: SANX810
Now: 203.0000.213
Circular washtrough 8 person with
touch free taps

Product Code
Was: SANX815
Now: 203.0000.214
Circular washtrough 8 person with touch free
taps and soap dispensers

THE MIRANIT WASHROOM PAGES 6-9

Product Code
Was: ANMW210
Now: 203.0000.129
Ronda single
washbasin without
taphole

Product Code
Was: ANMW211
Now: 203.0000.130
Rondo single
washbasin with
taphole

Product Code
Was: ANMW220
Now: 203.0000.009
Ronda double
washbasin without
taphole

Product Code
Was: ANMW221
Now: 203.0000.011
Ronda double
washbasin with
taphole

Product Code
Was: ANMW230
Now: 203.0000.013
Ronda triple
washbasin without
taphole

Product Code
Was: ANMW231
Now: 203.0000.131
Ronda triple
washbasin with
taphole

Product Code
Was: ANMW410
Now: 203.0000.018
Quadro single
washbasin without
taphole

Product Code
Was: ANMW411
Now: 203.0000.149
Quadro single
washbasin with
taphole

Product Code
Was: ANMW420
Now: 203.0000.021
Quadro double
washbasin without
taphole

Product Code
Was: ANMW421
Now: 203.0460.133
Quadro double
washbasin with
taphole

Product Code
Was: ANMW430
Now: 203.0000.024
Quadro triple
washbasin without
taphole

Product Code
Was: ANMW431
Now: 203.0000.132
Quadro triple
washbasin with
taphole

Product Code
Was: SOLX1200SB
Now: 203.0000.221
	
1200mm long 2 person
trough with splashback
and electronic touch
free taps

Product Code
Was: SOLX1800M
Now: 203.0000.231
	
1800mm long 3 person
trough with tap landing
and manual self closing
mixer taps

Product Code
Was: SOLX1800SBE
Now: 203.0000.233
	
1800mm long 3 person
trough with splashback
and electronic touch
free taps

Product Code
Was: ANMW198
Now: 203.0000.127
Gamba washbasin

Product Code
Was: ANMW199
Now: 203.0000.128
Luna washbasin

Product Code
Was: SOLX2400M
Now: 203.0000.243
	
2400mm long 4 person
trough with tap landing
and manual self closing
mixer taps

Product Code
Was: SOLX2400SBE
Now: 203.0000.245
	
2400mm long 4 person
trough with splashback
and electronic touch
free taps
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Product Code
Was: SOLX1200M
Now: 203.0000.219
	
1200mm long 2
person trough with tap
landing and manual self
closing mixer taps

Product Code
Was: ANMW0010
Now: 203.0000.003
EXOS. single washbasin
standard

Product Code
Was: ANMW0001
Now: 203.0000.000
EXOS. single washbasin
wheelchair accessible

Product Code
ANMW504
203.0000.031
VARIUScare single
washbasin
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Other Franke Divisions
Franke Sissons Ltd
14 Napier Court
Gander Lane
Barlborough
Derbyshire
S43 4PZ

Franke Foodservice Systems
Europe
Jurastr. 3
79713 Bad Säckingen
Germany

Franke Kitchen Systems
West Park,
MIOC
Styal Road
Manchester
M22 5WB

Franke Coffee Systems UK Ltd
6A Handley Page Way,
St Albans
Hertfordshire
AL2 2DQ

Tel: +44 1246 458900
Fax: +44 1246 451276
E: ws-info.uk@franke.com
Web: www.franke.com

Tel +49 7761 5533 0
Fax: +49 7761 5533 8700
Web: www.franke.com

Tel: +44 161 436 6280
Fax: +44 161 436 2180
Web: www.franke.com

Tel: +44 1923 635700
Fax: +44 1923 635701
Web: www.coffee.franke.com

Follow us on Twitter @FrankeSissons
Follow us on Pinterest
Connect with us on LinkedIn

FSI-009-016

